So far, Brillouin scattering and cavity optomechanics were mostly disconnected branches of research. Both deal with photon-phonon coupling, but a number of differences impeded their unambiguous fusion. Here, we reveal a close connection between two parameters of central importance in these fields: the Brillouin gain coefficientG and the zero-point optomechanical coupling rate g0. In addition, we derive the dynamical cavity equations from the coupled-mode description of a Brillouin waveguide. This explicit transition shows the unity of optomechanical phenomena, such as stimulated Brillouin scattering and electromagnetically induced transparency, regardless of whether they occur in waveguides or in resonators. Therefore, the fields can no longer be disentangled. We propose an experimental manifestation of the link in silicon photonic nanowires.
Introduction.-Brillouin scattering [1] and cavity optomechanics [2] have been intensively studied in recent years. Both concern the interaction between light and sound, but they were part of separate traditions. Already in the early 1920s, diffraction of light by sound was studied by Léon Brillouin. Therefore, such inelastic scattering is called Brillouin scattering [3, 4] . The effect is known as stimulated Brillouin scattering (SBS) [5, 6] when a strong intensity-modulated light field generates the sound, often with classical applications such as spectral purification [7] and microwave signal processing [8] in mind. In contrast, cavity optomechanics arose from Braginsky's efforts to understand the limits of gravitational wave detectors in the 1970s -and greatly expanded since the demonstration of phonon lasing in microtoroids [9] . By and large, it aims to control both optical and mechanical quantum states [10, 11] .
Historically, a number of important differences hindered their unification. For instance, SBS generally dealt with high-group-velocity and cavity optomechanics with low-group-velocity acoustic phonons. In addition, bulk electrostrictive forces usually dominated phonon generation in SBS -while radiation pressure at the boundaries took this role in cavity optomechanics. Further, cavity optomechanics typically studied resonators with much lower phonon than photon loss rates (Γ m ≪ κ) -whereas Brillouin lasers [7, 12, 13] operate in the reversed regime (κ ≪ Γ m ) [14] . Finally, SBS is often studied not in cavities but in optically broadband waveguides [1] . Thus, particular physical systems used to be firmly placed in either one or the other research paradigm.
Lately, the idea that these are mostly superficial classifications has been gaining traction. Indeed, in both cases light generates motion and the motion phase-modulates light. Next, this spatiotemporal phase-modulation creates motional sidebands -which interfere with those initially present. The research fields share this essential nonlinear feedback loop. Some connections have already been made. For instance, electrostrictive forces were exploited for sideband cooling [15, 16] and induced transparency [17, 18] while radiation pressure contributed to SBS in nanoscale silicon waveguides [19, 20] .
In this Letter, we uncover a connection between the SBS gain coefficientG and the zero-point optomechanical coupling rate g 0 . The former (G) quantifies the pump power and waveguide length required to amplify a Stokes seed appreciably [3, 4] . The latter (g 0 ) quantifies the interaction strength between a single photon and a single phonon in an optomechanical cavity [2] . We prove that these parameters are inextricably linked by the identity
with v g the optical group velocity, ω p the photon energy, Ωm 2π the mechanical resonance frequency, L the cavity roundtrip length and Q m the mechanical quality factor. The connection is independent of the type of driving optical force and of the relative optical and acoustic loss. In addition, we derive the dynamical description of an optomechanical cavity from the slowly-varying envelope equations of a Brillouin waveguide ( fig.1 ). The transition holds for both co-and counter-propagating pump and Stokes waves (i.e. for forward and backward SBS) and for both intra- [19] [20] [21] [22] and inter-mode [16, 23, 24] coupling ( fig.2) . Hence, all flavours of light-sound interaction can be treated equally.
We study the coupling between a pump field with envelope a p (z, t) and a redshifted Stokes field with envelope a s (z, t) mediated by an acoustic wave with envelope b(z, t). These guided optical modes correspond to the points (ω p , k p ) and (ω s , k s ) in the optical dispersion diagram ( fig.2 ). By energy and momentum [25] conservation, the acoustic phonon has an angular frequency Ω = ω p − ω s and wavevector K = k p ∓ k s . The nature of the optical modes (fast/slow and co/counter) determines if the acoustic mode has a small, intermediate or large wavevector K ( fig.2-3 ). Accordingly, it has a small, intermediate or large group velocity v m ( fig.3b ).
Waveguides.-Despite the differences, both intra/interand co/counter-SBS are captured by the following slowlyvarying envelope equations [3, 4, 21, 24, 26] 
Their derivation proceeds from Maxwell's and the elasticity equations on the assumption that the envelopes vary slowly in space and time. We flux-normalized the envelopes such that
give the number of pump photons, Stokes photons and phonons passing through a cross-section of the waveguide per second. Further, we denote v p/s/m the group velocities,g 0 the waveguide zero-point coupling rate, χ The Manley-Rowe relations [3] guarantee that a single parameterg 0 captures all conservative optical forces and scattering (see Supplementary Information). Similar to g 0 in a cavity,g 0 quantifies the interaction strength between a single photon and a single phonon propagating along a waveguide. We takeg 0 real and positive without loss of generality. The sign (±) in the Stokes equation indicates the difference between forward (+) and backward (−) SBS. Cascaded scattering can and should be added to this model in some instances [21] . In the following, these nuances are without consequence.
In steady-state (∂ t → 0) and for an undepleted pump, equations (2) reduce to
The acoustic decay length α −1 m is generally largest for backward scattering. Even then, it typically does not exceed α −1 m ≈ 10 µm [3] . Therefore, the acoustic propagation loss massively exceeds the optical propagation loss (α s ≪ α m ) in Brillouin waveguides to date. The analytical solution of (3) shows (see (17) ) that the acoustic wave then acts as a localized slave wave (∂ z b → 0) fully deter-
the waveguide cooperativity andg =g 0 Φ p the pumpenhanced coupling rate. Therefore,C = 1 is the threshold for net Brillouin gain. Since P p = ω p Φ p is the pump power, we obtainC =G Pp αs and
the Brillouin gain coefficient. This is the classical [3, 4] definition of the gain coefficient, which characterizes the spatial exponential build-up experienced by a Stokes seed when the acoustic wave is heavily damped (α s ≪ α m ). Mean-field transition.-Next, we transition to an optical cavity -made from a Brillouin-active waveguideof roundtrip length L ( fig.1) . To do so, we introduce the mean-field envelopes
Such mean-field models have found early use in the treatment of fluorescence [27] and recently also in the context of frequency combs [28] . During roundtrip propagation, each envelope obeys an equation of the form (see (2) )
with ζ the nonlinear term. To describe the cavity feedback ( fig.1) , we add the boundary condition
with α ′ the additional loss fraction along a roundtrip (on top of α, such as bending losses), µ the fraction coupled to an input/output channel, δ the roundtrip phase shift and s(t) the amplitude of injected light or sound. By Taylor-expansion of (8), we get
with higher-order terms negligible in the high-finesse limit. We also work close to optical resonance, such that δ is a small fraction of 2π. Next, we let (6) operate on (7) and use
We insert (9) in (10) and finḋ
with κ = κ i + κ c the total decay rate, κ i = 
The transition from (7) to (12) still holds when we replace z → −z because the boundary condition (9) also reverses.
Comparing (2) and (7), we see that ζ ∝ f g with f and g equal to a p/s or b. In the mean-field approximation, we assume these envelopes vary little over a roundtrip such that f g = f g (see Supplementary Information). Finally, we apply the (7)- (12) transition to equations (2) . Hence, an optomechanical cavity -constructed from a Brillouin waveguide -obeys the dynamical equationṡ
the well-known zero-point coupling rate [2] . Indeed, equations (13) assumes cavities that have a waveguide equivalent and that do not disturb the waveguide modes too strongly. However, the analogies drawn in this work are general.
In addition, we defined the response functions χ Damping hierarchies.-We now assume no input and an undepleted pump. Then (13) reduces tȯ
m b These equations treat the optics and acoustics symmetrically. Therefore, every optical phenomenon must have an acoustic counterpart and vice versa. Even more, the cavity dynamics (15) is formally identical (t → z) to the waveguide description (3). Each physical process known from cavities therefore has a waveguide counterpart and vice versa. To show this symmetry, we now solve (15) -keeping in mind that the same discussion holds for (3). First, we decouple equations (15) and get
Here, we introduced the pump-enhanced coupling rate g = g 0 √ n p . Next, we insert the ansatz a s ∝ e γt in (16) and find two roots γ ±
In general, these roots strongly mix the optical and acoustic response functions: the Stokes-phonon pair forms a polariton [29] . However, the solutions disconnect under weak coupling: the square root can be expanded when 2g ≪ χ
This approximation is easily violated when κ s ≈ Γ m . However, usually the optical and acoustic decay rates differ significantly. Then we find two symmetric regimes. First, when the phonons decohere slowly (Γ m ≪ κ s ), the optical response is barely modified since χ κsΓm the cooperativity. Therefore, the threshold for sasing is C = 1. This instability was first contemplated by Braginsky [30] . It received further study in systems ranging from gram-scale mirrors [31] to microtoroids [9] and optomechanical crystals [32] .
Second, when the Stokes wave decoheres slowly (κ s ≪ Γ m ), the acoustic response is barely modified since χ
m . However, the optical response can then dramatically change to χ Γm . The Stokes linewidth thus equals κ s + δκ s = (1 − C) κ s with C the same cooperativity as before. Therefore, the threshold for Brillouin lasing is also C = 1. First realized in fibers [34] , this case was recently also studied in crystalline resonators [12] , silica disks [7] and chalcogenide rib waveguides [13] . Such lasers are known for their excellent spectral purity [35] and received attention for quantum-limited amplification [14] .
Comparing (3) to (15), the same discussion holds in the spatial domain with the substitutions g First, when the acoustic wave propagates far (α m ≪ α s ), the optical loss α s barely changes. However, the acoustic loss can then drastically change to (1 −C)α m andC = [36] . At resonance (∆ m = 0), the Stokes propagation loss is (1 −C)α s as in (4) .
Under strong coupling (4g ≫ |α s ∓ α m |), the Stokes and acoustic wave each obey an equation of the form ∂ 2 z b = ±g 2 b so they exhibit exponential (+/co) or oscillatory (−/contra) behavior [37] . The former (+) correspond to entangled photon-phonon pair production. The latter (−) yield state swapping between photons and phonons along the waveguide with a spatial period of 2π g . Similarly, in case of anti-Stokes (instead of Stokes) seeding we obtain oscillatory solutions for both forward and backward SBS. Although familiar in resonators [2] 
where we used (14) . Hence, this localized approach yields the same result as the high-finesse limit with ∆ cm = 0 and s m = 0 (compare to (13) ). ConnectingG to g 0 .-Next, we combine (14) and (5). Using v m α m = Ωm Qm , we obtain a relation between the gain coefficientG and the coupling rate g 0 :
Specializing to intra-modal coupling (v s = v p = v g ), we find (1). BothG and g 0 are well-established in the study of light-sound interaction, but they operate on different levels. The Planck constant enters (19) because the SBS gain is classical while the parameter g 0 is inherently quantum mechanical. In addition,G quantifies the entire feedback loop (forces and scattering) simultaneously and takes the acoustic loss into account -while g 0 does not. Further, a longer cavity has a smaller g 0 . In contrast, G is independent of the length. These observations explain that g 2 0 ∝ LG Qm . This derivation is but one way to prove theG−to−g 0 link, other approaches yield the same result (see Supplementary Information) . Notably, the mean-field proof of (19) is independent of the precise expressions forG and g 0 .
Further, the cooperativity C = 
with P p the intracavity pump power. Surprisingly, (20) holds even for sasing (Γ m ≪ κ s ). This also shows that C =G Pp αs =C when κ s = v s α s . To complete the analogy, we now define a gain coefficient G for a cavity as in (5)
which characterizes the temporal exponential build-up of the Stokes when the acoustic wave is heavily damped. Thus, we obtain complete symmetry between optome- = 500 kHz is in reach in 20 µm-roundtrip silicon microrings -comparable to the best coupling rates so far [2] . We expect that theG−to−g 0 link will be subject to empirical tests in the coming years -e.g. by achieving induced transparency [38] in silicon rings.
With slight modifications, (2) also captures Raman scattering [4, 6] . For instance, the difference between the pump and Stokes frequency is much larger so an optical phase-mismatch can arise. Still, equation (19) should hold withG the Raman gain coefficient. Replacing the optical by a plasmonic cavity, the same effects may be accessible in surface-enhanced Raman scattering [39] .
Conclusion.-We revealed a strong analogy between Brillouin-active waveguides and optomechanical cavities. The link between the Brillouin gain coefficient G and the zero-point coupling rate g 0 was derived in a platform-independent way. As illustrated for silicon nanowires, it significantly expands the variety of systems whose photon-phonon coupling efficiency can be compared. Through the mean-field transition, we connected the dynamics of Brillouin waveguides and optomechanical cavities. In particular, we showed that phenomena familiar in the time domain -such as state swappinghave exact spatial equivalents and vice versa. Some of these effects still await a first observation.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION Equivalence to Hamiltonian treatment
With the mean-field transition derived in the main text, we take a step beyond theG−to−g 0 link. As we show in this section, the mean-field equations are classically equivalent to the cavity Langevin equations in the resolved-sideband limit (κ ≪ Ω m ). In the case of coupling between one mechanical and one optical resonance ( fig.4a) , the usual theory [2] starts from the Hamiltonian 
with ∆ = ω p − ω c . Next, we consider a blue-detuned pump in the resolved-sideband regime (κ ≪ Ω m ). Then we can write the ladder operators as δâ →â s e iΩt andb → be −iΩt , withâ s andb now slowly-varying. We neglect thê b † -term in the optical equation and the δâ † -term in the mechanical equation because they are off-resonant. This is the rotating-wave approximation, which corresponds to the classical slowly-varying envelope approximation [3, 4] . Hence, the above equations reduce tȯ
and we find that equations (22) are classically identical to equations (15) givenâ † s → a s andb † → b. Remarkably, the equivalence holds even though the pump and Stokes could be counter-propagating or in different optical modes. In the unresolved-sideband limit (Ω m ≪ κ), anti-Stokes generation and cascading must be added for forward intra-modal, but not necessarily for backward or inter-modal Brillouin scattering. Indeed, comb generation is usually not accessible by backward or inter-modal coupling because of the phase-mismatch ( fig.2 ). This assumption can be violated in Fabry-Pérot cavities [40] or when the first-order Stokes becomes sufficiently strong to pump a second-order Stokes wave [8] .
Manley-Rowe relations in waveguides and cavities
In this section, we prove that the Manley-Rowe relations guarantee the existence of a single real, positive photon-phonon coupling coefficient in waveguides (g 0 ) and in cavities (g 0 ). In waveguides, the Manley-Rowe relations are formulated at the level of photon and phonon fluxes Φ. In cavities, they are written down in terms of the total photon and phonon numbers n.
Manley-Rowe in waveguides
A Brillouin-active waveguide in steady-state (∂ t → 0) obeys (see (2))
with arbitrary normalizations of the pump, Stokes and acoustic envelope such that generallyκ mop =κ mos =κ om are different complex numbers. Using
Suppose now that the envelopes are flux-normalized such that Φ p = |a p | 2 , Φ s = |a s | 2 and Φ m = |b| 2 give the number of pump photons, Stokes photons and phonons passing through a cross-section of the waveguide per second. Then we demand that, in the lossless case (α p = α s = α m = 0), the rate of pump photon destruction equals the rate of Stokes photon and phonon creation
These are the Manley-Rowe relations [3, 37] for a Brillouin waveguide. We deduce from (24) and (25) that
This proves the existence of a single coupling coefficient that captures all reversible optical forces and scattering.
Note that (26) also guarantees power-conservation since
leads with (24) in the lossless case to
which is true given (26) and ω p = ω s + Ω. Next, we show that this coefficient (26) (28) as can be seen from (23) . Suppose thatκ om =g 0 e iϕ is complex withg 0 real and positive. Then we take c p = c s = c m = e −iϕ . Using (26) and (28), it follows that the renormalized coupling coefficients are real and positive:
This unique coupling coefficient quantifies the coupling strength between a single photon and a single phonon propagating along a waveguide. Indeed, suppose that
at a certain point along the waveguide. In the lossless case, (24) then becomes
So 2g 0 gives the rate (per meter) at which the pump flux decreases and the Stokes and phonon flux increase at a point along waveguide through which one pump photon, one Stokes photon and one phonon are passing. The waveguide coupling coefficientg 0 can also be interpreted in terms of a zero-point motion. As shown in (14) , we haveg
For forward intra-modal scattering
is defined in terms of the zero-point motion and the cavity frequency pull at fixed wavevector [2] . Combining (31), (32) and (51), we obtaiñ
the waveguide "zero-point motion" and m eff the effective mass per unit length. Indeed, a waveguide section of length L contains n m = L vm Φ m phonons with Φ m the phonon flux. As fluxes -instead of numbers -are the fundamental quantities in waveguides, the zero-point motion is corrected by precisely a factor L vm in (34) . The factor ωp c in (33) stems from the phase-modulation: the wavevector shift is δk p = ωp c δn eff with δn eff the indexmodulation driven by the acoustic phonons.
Often the optical envelopes are power-normalized and the acoustic envelope displacement-normalized. Starting from flux-normalized envelopes, one can switch to such normalizations through
with k eff the effective stiffness per unit length and by applying (28) .
Manley-Rowe in cavities
Here, we apply the discussion of the previous section to the mean-field cavity equations. With arbitrary envelope normalizations and without input, equations (13) arė
with generally κ mop = κ mos = κ om . Applying
Suppose now that the envelopes are number-normalized such that n p = |a p | 2 , n s = |a s | 2 and n m = b 2 give the number of pump photons, Stokes photons and phonons in the cavity. We demand that, in the lossless case (κ p = κ s = Γ m = 0), the rate of pump photon destruction equals the rate of Stokes photon and phonon creation
These are the Manley-Rowe equations for an optomechanical cavity. We deduce from (37) and (38) that
This proves the existence of a single coupling coefficient that captures all conservative optical forces and scattering. Note that (39) also guarantees energy-conservation
leads with (37) in the lossless case to
which holds given (39) and ω p = ω s + Ω. As in the previous section, one can show that this coupling coefficient can be chosen real and positive. This unique coupling coefficient must then be the well-known g 0 . It quantifies the interaction strength between a single photon and a single phonon trapped in a cavity. Indeed, suppose that a p = a s = b = 1 such that n p = n s = n m = 1 at a certain point in time. In the lossless case, (37) then becomeṡ
So 2g 0 gives the rate (per second) at which the number of pump photons decreases and the number of Stokes photons and phonons increases when there is one pump photon, one Stokes photon and one phonon in the cavity. Often the optical envelopes are energy-normalized and the acoustic envelope displacement-normalized. Starting from number-normalized envelopes, one can switch to such normalizations through
with x ZPF the zero-point motion and by applying (28) .
Mean-field approximation
Justification of f g = f g
We denote f (z, t) and g(z, t) two complex amplitudes that vary slowly on a lengthscale L. The mean-field amplitude is defined as
Clearly, when f (z, t) = f (0, t) and g(z, t) = g(0, t) are constants then f g(t) = f (0, t)g(0, t) = f (t)g(t). Let us assume now that the amplitudes vary slowly enough such that they can be Taylor-expanded as f (z, t) = f (0, t) + f ′ z with f ′ = ∂ z f (0, t) and the same for g. Then we see that
where we dropped the time-dependence. Thus, we have
Alternative derivations of theG−to−g0 link
In this section, we describe two other approaches to prove the link
From independent full-vectorial definitions
Here, we derive equation (43) from the full-vectorial definitions ofG and g 0 -specializing to intra-modal forward scattering. We focus on the moving boundary contribution. From the perturbation theory of Maxwell's equations with respect to moving boundaries [41] , the cavity frequency shift 2 . The upper integral is over the entire surface area of the cavity, the lower integral across the cavity volume. Further, E is the electric field parallel to the boundary and D ⊥ the displacement field perpendicular to the boundary. For a longitudinally invariant cavity, the surface integral can be reduced to a line integral and the volume integral to a surface integral:
Further, the gain coefficientG is given by [20, 42, 43 ]
with f the power-normalized optical force density and f , u = f * · u dA. Note that k eff is the effective stiffness per unit length. In the case of radiation pressure forces f rp we have [42] f rp = 1 2 ∆ǫ|e | 2 − ∆ǫ −1 |d ⊥ | 2 nδ(r − r boundary ) with δ(r − r boundary ) a spatial delta-distribution at the waveguide boundaries. The fields e and d are powernormalized. Here we already assumed that the Stokes and pump field profiles are nearly identical, which holds for intra-modal SBS given the small frequency shifts. Hence, we get
Additionally, the guided optical power P is given by
Combining equations (44), (46) and (47), we find
A similar derivation can be done for the strained bulk, so we have
with f = f rp +f es and f es the electrostrictive force density. Substituting equation (48) and (50) is identical to (43) . In this derivation, we started from full-vectorial definitions that are only valid for intramodal forward scattering. In contrast, the mean-field transition shows that this result remains true with v g → √ v p v s for inter-modal coupling.
